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flydocs, the leading asset management solution provider for the aviation industry, has 
signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with Pratt & Whitney’s Commercial 
Serviceable Assets (CSA) business, a key provider for serviceable material, engines, and 
tailored solutions to the commercial aviation industry.  

The MoU is an important step toward a larger agreement between flydocs and CSA targeted 
at the optimization of CSA’s document management and improvements on the ease of 
doing business for their customers. Under the agreement, flydocs will provide an optimized 
solution for inventory and document management, while also providing tailored inventory 
visibility for existing and prospective customers.   

Commenting on the occasion, John Bowell, Chief Commercial Officer, flydocs said; “As a 
leader in asset management software, flydocs is honoured to partner with Pratt & Whitney 
to drive the digital transformation journey of software enhancement effectively. Our well-
integrated component management tools and digital-led solutions re-establish our 
commitment to support Pratt & Whitney with digitally elevated operational performance. 
With this opportunity, we look forward to collectively growing our association towards 
developing extraordinary solutions for the aviation industry.”  

Robert Grossman, Managing Director, Commercial Serviceable Assets at Pratt & Whitney 
said; “This is a great opportunity for us to collaborate with an innovative technology 
company to better meet the needs of our customers, while simultaneously optimizing our 
own internal processes. Our business within Pratt & Whitney sells and purchases engines, 
modules, and inventories enabling us to provide the customer with a range of aftermarket 
engine and material solutions. I am pleased that the MoU with flydocs will further 
strengthen our commitment to the high standards of operational efficiency, innovation, and 
customer satisfaction that we have established within the industry.” 

 

- ENDS – 



About flydocs  
flydocs is an asset management solution provider with the aviation industry’s most comprehensive 
solution for creating value out of aircraft maintenance data. We offer the tools and expertise that 
allow all industry stakeholders to drive sustainable innovation to help build the future of the 
commercial aviation asset lifecycle.  
Recognised as a global leader in digital records management, flydocs was founded in 2007 and is 
100% owned by Lufthansa Technik. With over 280 employees in multiple locations spread across the 
globe, flydocs is trusted by over 75 airlines, lessors, and MROs to deliver measurable long-term 
operational and cost efficiencies.  
www.flydocs.aero  

 
About Pratt & Whitney 
Pratt & Whitney is a world leader in the design, manufacture and service of aircraft and helicopter 
engines, and auxiliary power units. Pratt & Whitney is powering a more sustainable future. To learn 
more visit www.prattwhitney.com  
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